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INTRODUCTION

The COVID-19 outbreak in the United States began with the first reported case in January 2020.¹ In February, the first death was reported in the state of Washington.² In March, after 26,000 deaths worldwide, the World Health Organization declared COVID-19 a pandemic.³ By the end of April, over 60,000 deaths involving COVID-19 were reported in the United States.⁴ Today, the number of U.S. deaths exceeds 200,000.⁵

State governments within the United States have responded to the pandemic, in part, by declaring a state of emergency and ramping up emergency spending.⁶ Generally, state laws authorize the state’s executive branch, when a state of emergency exists, to issue emergency contracts on a no-bid basis.⁷ Since January, the 50 states have collectively spent billions of dollars through emergency, no-bid contracts related to the pandemic.⁸

Media reports indicate that some of the state-issued COVID-related contracts have incurred a range of problems, including unreliable contractors, excessive prices, substandard goods or

⁷ See, e.g., California Emergency Services Act §8570(b)(c) (enabling the governor to “plan for, procure, and preposition supplies, medicines, materials, and equipment” and “use and employ any of the property, services, and resources of the state as necessary to carry out the purposes” in accordance with its State Emergency Plan).
services, delayed deliveries, or a lack of transparency. A key question examined in this report is the extent to which state legislatures have exercised oversight to identify, analyze, and address those contract problems. The case studies show that, unfortunately, most state legislatures currently conduct minimal oversight of state-issued contracts. However, the case studies also demonstrate the potential for state legislatures and individual legislators to exercise effective oversight to improve state contracting practices.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A. Findings of Fact

This report makes the following findings of fact.

(1) States Are Collectively Spending Billions of Dollars on Emergency COVID-Related Contracts. States are collectively spending billions of taxpayer dollars on no-bid, emergency contracts issued to private sector corporations to deal with COVID-related problems.

(2) COVID-Related Contracts Have Raised Multiple Concerns. Some COVID-related no-bid, emergency contracts issued by states have raised substantial concerns including unreliable contractors, excessive prices, substandard goods or services, delayed deliveries, or a lack of transparency.

(3) State Legislative Oversight of COVID-Related Contracts Has Been Haphazard and Uneven. The failure of some state legislatures to make contract oversight an explicit committee responsibility and the frequent lack of established mechanisms to oversee contract bidding procedures, pricing, and performance have made it difficult for many state legislatures to oversee no-bid COVID-related contracts issued on an emergency basis and have resulted in haphazard and uneven oversight efforts.

(4) State Legislative Contract Oversight Has Occurred Whether the Legislators and Governors Were from the Same or Different Political Parties. The case studies show that legislative oversight efforts have occurred when the legislators and governor were from the same political party as in Utah and California or from different political parties as in Iowa and Nebraska.

(5) Short Legislative Sessions Have Hampered Contract Oversight. Some state legislatures operate for limited periods of time during the year making contract oversight difficult, especially if special legislative sessions can be called only by the governor.

B. Recommendations

This report makes the following recommendations.
(1) **Elevate Contract Oversight.** State legislatures should treat oversight of contracts involving substantial taxpayer funds as a key responsibility.

(2) **Establish Contract Oversight Mechanisms.** State legislatures should assign contract oversight responsibility to specific committees and establish mechanisms to facilitate oversight of contract bidding procedures, pricing, and performance, particularly for large, no-bid contracts issued on an emergency basis.

(3) **Enable Year-Long Oversight.** State legislatures should establish mechanisms to facilitate contract oversight even when the legislature as a whole is out of session.

**C. Overview of Case Studies**

This report is the product of the Levin Center at Wayne Law, located at Wayne State University Law School in Detroit. Established in honor of Senator Carl Levin, Michigan’s longest serving senator who was also renowned for conducting effective, fact-based, bipartisan oversight investigations in the U.S. Senate, the Levin Center has dedicated itself in part to strengthening oversight efforts by legislatures at the national and state levels. It does so through oversight-related research, training, and other activities.

As part of its work, the Levin Center commissioned a 2019 report by the Wayne State University Center for Urban Studies (CUS) which examined the capacity of each of the 50 state legislatures to conduct oversight of its executive branch and the extent to which each legislature actually made use of its oversight tools. In each state, the CUS report evaluated seven different dimensions of legislative oversight, one of which was oversight of state contracts. The report concluded that contract oversight was a particular weakness across the country, finding that 88 percent of state legislatures conducted only limited or minimal oversight of state procurement practices, even when state contracts involved substantial taxpayer dollars.

To deepen its understanding of contract oversight by state legislatures, the Levin Center decided to develop three case studies examining legislative oversight of state contracts related to the COVID-19 pandemic. To develop those case studies, the Levin Center reviewed media reports, state legislative hearings and materials, relevant contracts (when available), related documents, and CUS report sections on the state legislatures involved in each case study. The Levin Center also reached out to individual state legislators and their staffs, state legislative committee and subcommittee staff, state executive branch personnel, state auditor offices, health
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9 While the Levin Center is affiliated with Wayne State University Law School, the views expressed in this report do not present the institutional views, if any, of Wayne State University or the Law School.

10 *About the Levin Center at Wayne Law.* Retrieved from https://law.wayne.edu/levin-center/about.


12 *Id.* at 52.
care and contract experts, reporters, and others. Those in-depth contacts involved a total of ten different states. The entire research effort took place from June to September 2020.

Each of the three case studies examines a different type of COVID-related contract, the problems that arose in connection with that contract, and the extent of oversight exercised by the relevant state legislature. Each contract category was selected for its relevance to combating COVID-19, its occurrence in states across the country, and the incidence of problems arising in multiple states. Other factors influencing selection of the case studies included the availability of public information and the extent to which the contract issues illuminated state-level contract oversight. The three case studies featured in this report address COVID-19 testing, procurement of protective masks for health care workers and first responders, and the use of consultants to address unemployment insurance systems and other COVID-related issues.

1. Contracts for COVID-19 Testing—Utah, Iowa, Nebraska

The first case study examines state contracts to expand testing for the COVID-19 virus. The state contracts were issued to the same consortium of three companies, led by a newly formed Utah company, Nomi Health, to conduct COVID-19 testing in Utah, Iowa, and Nebraska. Each state contract was worth millions of dollars and was issued without a competitive bidding process on an emergency basis. Utah, Iowa, and Nebraska paid $4 million, $26 million, and $27 million, respectively, to obtain the expanded testing services for their residents. Concerns soon arose, however, over pricing, the accuracy of the tests, and delays in returning test results.

State legislative oversight of the testing contracts varied across the three states. In Utah, after criticisms that the “TestUtah” contract advocated use of a discredited drug, hydroxychloroquine, to treat the virus, the Republican governor rescinded an $800,000 proposal to purchase that drug. Additional concerns were raised about the accuracy of the test results and the competence of the laboratory used to process them, but the state chose to extend the TestUtah contract anyway, again on a no-bid emergency basis. In response, the elected Utah State Auditor, a Republican, and a few state legislators raised questions about the testing contract as well as the state’s overall emergency spending of more than $100 million. Those concerns led to the legislature enacting in a special session a new law requiring the governor to inform the legislature of any emergency contract that exceeds $2 million. The State Auditor also published a report that reviewed a number of emergency contracts, including pricing and other problems with the TestUtah procurement. In addition, in response to state-wide concerns about spending, Utah’s Division of Purchasing launched a new website providing increased public information about its COVID-related contracts.

In Iowa, two Democratic state legislators sent a letter to the state House Government Oversight Committee raising concerns about the $26 million TestIowa contract, including its award without competitive bidding, its high cost, inadequate test numbers, and denial of tests to certain Iowans. The letter requested a legislative committee inquiry into the contract, but no action was taken. Instead, the Republican committee chair sponsored a resolution commending the Republican governor for her “swift and decisive action and thoughtful leadership” in responding to the pandemic.13 A month later, in response to ongoing complaints about slow test

---

results, the elected Democratic Iowa State Auditor issued a report that criticized the multi-step reporting chain used by TestIowa to forward test results and found that the process violated state law. That report, however, was not forwarded officially to any legislative committee and, to date, no evidence has surfaced regarding a legislative review of the contract.

In Nebraska, four Democratic senators sent a letter to the state’s Republican governor citing problems with the TestNebraska contract and urging its termination. The letter cited such problems as use of an inexperienced contractor selected on a no-bid emergency basis, inadequate test numbers, delayed test results, and the failure to direct taxpayer dollars to in-state laboratories with pre-existing testing infrastructure and expertise. The governor, however, dismissed the complaints. In response, one legislator asked the elected State Auditor to conduct an audit of the contract. In addition, in late September, a hearing before the Senate Appropriations Committee examined, in part, the TestNebraska contract deficiencies.

In this case study, three states issued multi-million-dollar contracts to the same consortium of companies to expand their COVID-related testing. Complaints followed, targeting the no-bid status and high cost of the contracts, the use of a contractor with no experience in conducting infectious disease testing, the accuracy of the tests, and delays in providing test results. Although the three state legislatures had no tradition or track record of contract oversight, at least some legislators in each state raised concerns, one state enacted new contract oversight legislation, two state auditors issued oversight reports and a third was asked to initiate a review, one state launched a new website with more contract information, and one legislative committee addressed alleged contract deficiencies at a hearing. Those oversight efforts included same-party and cross-party activities, demonstrating the potential for legislative oversight to hold a state’s executive branch accountable for its procurement decisions.

2. Contracts for Protective Face Masks—California, Missouri, West Virginia

The second case study examines state contracts to procure personal protection equipment, specifically face masks for health care providers and first responders. The contracts were issued by the states of California, Missouri, and West Virginia. Identified problems included unreliable vendors, delivery delays, substandard masks, and a lack of transparency.

In California, the Democratic governor issued a $1 billion contract to a Chinese vehicle manufacturer, BYD, to procure 300 million N95 masks for the state. According to one media report, this no-bid emergency contract “was kept hidden from state legislators and the media” by the governor’s office. The Democratic chair of the legislature’s Joint Legislative Budget Committee sent a letter to the state Department of Finance asking the state for detailed information about the contract requirements, mask delivery timelines, and how the masks would be allocated. Later, when the governor decided to extend the contract to purchase another 420 million masks from BYD, again on a no-bid emergency basis, he made the contract terms public so that everyone could review them and noted the state’s success in securing a lower contract

price per mask. In addition, the governor committed to opening future contracts to competitive bids. His actions addressed key concerns expressed by legislators about the mask procurement.

In Missouri, the state ordered 3.9 million masks from a company with local ties at a cost of $16.5 million. When the masks were delivered to first responders, however, the state determined that 48,000 failed to meet state standards and recalled them. The company initially refused to refund any money, but after the Republican governor got involved, the company did so. In response, the Democratic State Auditor initiated an inquiry into the bidding and funding process, the state’s quality control procedures, and the condition of the remaining masks delivered to the state. It is not clear, however, if the Auditor intends to produce an official report on the contract or to provide contract information to the state legislature. To date, only a single legislator has expressed public concerns about the contract, and there is no public evidence of a legislative-backed investigation.

In West Virginia, the state issued a $567,000 contract to a local company to procure 100,000 masks for first responders. When the masks were delivered, first responders and local officials raised immediate concerns, because some of the masks used ear loops rather than headbands and so were less effective in protecting against the virus. When contacted, the CDC and an emergency response expert advised first responders against using the masks, but a West Virginia official issued a 10-page memorandum declaring that the masks were “not counterfeit” and should be used. A media investigation found that the official advising use of the masks had relied, in part, on a company under separate indictment in another state. Despite the very visible controversy over the mask procurement, complaints by first responders, and some expressions of concern by individual legislators, neither the Legislative Auditor’s office nor any legislative committee has initiated an inquiry into the contract. That lack of action may be due, in part, to the legislature’s being out of session and its inability to call a special session without the governor’s consent. In addition, the West Virginia state legislature does not formally task any of its committees with monitoring state contracts.

This case study shows some of the urgent issues states faced during their attempts to secure needed personal protective equipment, including high prices, unfamiliar vendors, unreliable deliveries, substandard goods, and anxious health care workers and first responders. In West Virginia and Missouri, state legislatures appear to have made little or no effort to exercise oversight of state procurement activities, while in California, legislators were quick to express concerns to a governor of the same political party. The California state legislators’ oversight efforts also appear to have contributed to greater contract transparency, lower contract prices, and a new commitment from the governor to make greater use of competitive bidding.

3. Contracts for Consulting Firms—Illinois, Ohio, California, Washington, Florida

The third case study examines state contracts issued to high-priced consulting firms to assist with state responses to the pandemic. The states involved in the case study are Illinois, Ohio, California, Washington, and Florida. The two consulting firms are Deloitte Consulting LLC and McKinsey & Company. Deloitte was hired by three of the states to bolster their unemployment insurance services, while McKinsey was hired by two states to provide data services and advice.
In Illinois, the state hired Deloitte under a no-bid contract for over $12.7 million to address problems affecting the state’s unemployment claims system. Lawmakers first took issue with the contract when personal data such as social security numbers were exposed to outside scrutiny due to a “glitch” in the new system. Six Republican legislators filed a formal resolution calling for the Auditor General, appointed by the Democratic governor, to conduct a full audit of the security breach and no-bid nature of the contract. The resolution also urged the bipartisan, bicameral Legislative Audit Commission to review the findings of any audit and to act if necessary. To date, however, the resolution has not been brought before the state House for a vote, and no public evidence has emerged of actions taken by the Auditor General, Legislative Audit Commission, or any legislative committee to review the Deloitte contract.

In Ohio, a $10 million no-bid contract with Deloitte also put more than 120,000 people at risk of having their personal data exposed. Ohio’s Inspector General is partly responsible for oversight of state contracts, but no public evidence indicates the IG has undertaken any review of the Deloitte contract. Another body within the state’s Office of Budget and Management, called the Controlling Board, is also responsible for oversight of state contracts. The Controlling Board has seven members: the head of the Office of Budget and Management and six legislators from both state houses, including members from both the majority and minority parties. That hybrid executive-legislative body, with its bipartisan, bicameral legislative members, is required to meet every two weeks to conduct business. Minutes from board meetings in 2020 indicate that the board was aware of both the Deloitte contract and the data breach, but are unclear on the extent to which the board conducted a specific inquiry into the facts.

In California, Deloitte was awarded a $16 million no-bid contract to help expand the state’s unemployment call center. This contract was awarded despite past problems with a Deloitte contract to improve California’s unemployment claims system which, in 2010, triggered oversight from lawmakers and the State Auditor. When issues arose in connection with the new contract, including massive delays in the call center responding to unemployment benefit claims, lawmakers used their committee positions to hold a hearing in which they confronted a key state official with the problems. In addition, over 60 Democratic state legislators sent a letter to the state’s Democratic governor noting Deloitte’s poor contract performance in the past and calling for “vendor reform and accountability.”

In Washington, the state signed three separate contracts with McKinsey totaling nearly $5 million to help utilize certain data tools, defend against unemployment insurance fraud, and speed up contact tracing to combat spread of the virus. A Republican state senator raised concerns about the contracts, noting the large price tags and no-bid process in which they were awarded. Because the state’s 60-day legislative session had already ended in March 2020, the same senator called for a special session to address concerns about the Democratic governor’s autonomous spending and other unilateral actions during the pandemic, cautioning his colleagues against the legislative branch’s ceding so much spending power to the executive branch. To date,
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However, no legislative review of the contracts has taken place, and it appears unlikely a special session will be called since it can only be convened by the governor.

In Florida, the state’s largest county, Miami-Dade, entered into a $500,000 contract with McKinsey to help the county collect COVID-related data and use that data to develop a plan to reopen schools, businesses, and facilities. County officials raised concerns about the contract’s high cost and the value of the services being provided. A deputy mayor wrote in an internal email, for example, that it “apparently takes 5 people with staff support [from McKinsey] to do what I’ve been doing myself.” Another noted that the $142,000 per week cost of the contract exceeded the combined annual salaries of the two state employees who had been helping perform the same data collection and analysis. In addition, according to reports, McKinsey resisted county officials seeking to limit the contract period to four weeks, claiming instead that an unspecified end date would “provide flexibility.” Still another issue involved McKinsey’s inclusion of a strict confidentiality clause in the contract. When the county finally released its reopening plan, it was widely criticized as overly complex and confusing. Despite media reports and an investigative expose that featured the McKinsey contract, no evidence has surfaced that any legislative committee has taken any action to examine the McKinsey procurement.

This case study focuses on high-priced consultant contracts issued on a no-bid, emergency basis to address a variety of COVID-related problems. Each contract involved substantial taxpayer funds, produced questionable results, and were the subject of negative comments by a few legislators, yet in Illinois, Ohio, Washington, and Florida, the state legislatures appear to have taken no action to review the procurements. In contrast, in California, the legislature held a hearing that questioned a key state official, and over 60 legislators sent a joint letter to their governor, who belongs to the same political party, raising concerns about and demanding action on a problematic consultant contract. While the governor did not immediately respond publicly, that level of oversight seems difficult to ignore. The contrasting responses to the Deloitte and McKinsey consulting contracts demonstrate, again, the great variance in state-level oversight by legislatures.

---

THREE CASE STUDIES

The following case studies examine three categories of COVID-related emergency contracts with examples taken from ten states. They feature state legislatures that provided active and productive contract oversight as well as legislatures that demonstrated minimal or no oversight. They include oversight efforts in which the legislators and governor were from the same political party and others in which they came from opposing parties. The examples also showcase a variety of contract oversight mechanisms, including legislators who used correspondence, media statements, legislative hearings, or legislation to address contract problems; worked with elected or appointed state auditors to obtain contract reviews; pressed state officials to provide more contract information on public websites; and contributed to some unusual state bodies with, for example, a mix of executive and legislative members or a mix of legislators drawn from both parties and state houses to form a bipartisan, bicameral group. The examples also demonstrate the limitations of part-time legislatures that lack the unilateral power to call a special session, even during a pandemic.

Together, these case studies document the huge variation in oversight activities by state legislatures, the potential for legislative oversight to safeguard and improve state-level contracting, and the need for state legislatures to strengthen their contract oversight mechanisms to ensure taxpayer dollars are well spent.

Case Study 1: Contracts for COVID-Related Testing

This case study examines state contracts related to testing for COVID-19. The testing contracts were separately issued by the states of Utah, Iowa, and Nebraska to the same consortium of three Utah-based companies. Concerns included the no-bid, emergency status of the contract awards, the accuracy of the tests, and delays in returning test results. In response to complaints, in each case, state legislators exercised some degree of contract oversight.

Background

The need for testing to help combat COVID-19 was clear to health officials from the beginning of the outbreak in the United States. According to Dr. Eduardo Sanchez, American Heart Association Chief Medical Officer for Prevention, early testing leads to “quick identification of cases, quick treatment for those people and immediate isolation to prevent spread.” Dr. Sanchez also pointed out that early testing facilitates “contact tracing” to identify anyone who may have come into contact with an infected person and help limit further exposure.

Despite the great need for testing the United States immediately encountered problems with obtaining a sufficient number of tests that produced quick, reliable results. In early response plans, experts called for at least 500,000 tests a day (with some plans calling for numbers in the millions), but in the last week of April 2020, the United States was averaging only 220,000 tests

In March 2020, in an attempt to bolster the number of test kits available, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) began to issue Emergency Use Authorizations (EUAs) allowing commercial test companies to produce and sell COVID-19 tests without going through the normal FDA approval procedures. In a televised interview, Co-Diagnostics CEO, Dwight Egan, said that the EUA gave its tests “great accessibility” and allowed the company to “open up and break the log jam.”

The Utah Consortium’s Testing Initiative

In response to the demand for quick, reliable tests, three Utah-based tech companies from the “Silicon Slope” region of the state partnered together to form a testing initiative which they called “TestUtah” and later “TestIowa” and “TestNebraska” for each state in which they conducted testing operations. The initiative was spearheaded by the newest of the three Utah companies, Nomi Health Inc., and its CEO Mark Newman. Initially scheduled to launch Nomi Health in 2021, Mr. Newman sped up its formation to 2020, after concluding that the pandemic offered an opportunity for his new company and its partners to provide needed testing solutions. In a March 2020 email later made public by a local newspaper, Mr. Newman expressed his interest in helping with the pandemic response and stated that Nomi Health would focus on “cutting out all middlemen when it comes to buying, paying for and getting healthcare for employees and families.” He also identified the COVID-19 testing problem as the perfect example of the type of health care problem his company wanted to tackle.

---

On March 18, 2020, at a virtual town hall sponsored by Silicon Slopes, a nonprofit dedicated to promoting the tech industry in Utah, Mr. Newman announced a plan to provide thousands of tests for Utah residents “bought up front for the good of the community.” He explained that the tests would be purchased from Co-Diagnostics, which had an EUA from the FDA to sell tests in the United States. Mr. Newman said that Utah was also in critical need of basic supplies like swabs, test kits, test capture, and population health analytics to combat the virus. Finally, he announced that the initial plan was to provide the testing free of charge to the community. The funding was to come from Silicon Slopes which announced it was seeking $5 million in donations to fund the effort.

Weeks later when the program was set to launch, the promise to provide free testing morphed into one in which the three companies instead promised not to profit from the venture. According to one media report, concerns about funding had been raised almost immediately after the town hall. Instead of promising free testing, Clint Betts, executive director of the Silicon Slopes nonprofit, promised “no tech company is going to make any money off of this.”

Mr. Betts also asked Mr. Newman to clarify his earlier statement. On a Zoom call Mr. Newman said, “Let’s be clear. There are costs in facilitating all of this: tents, generators, heat, electricity, people, cones, security, public safety, tests, swabs, test kits, extraction kits, you name it.” He did not repeat his earlier offer of free testing. He later said that there would be “no profiteering” and that if the companies had wanted to make money, they would have gone to New York.

According to a Utah newspaper, by April 2, 2020, TestUtah’s launch date, Nomi Health and the state of Utah had signed a no-bid contract on an emergency basis in which the state committed to paying the company more than $4 million for testing services to run from March 31-May 30.

To run the TestUtah program, Nomi Health partnered with two other Utah tech companies, Qualtrics and Domo, Inc., neither of which had any prior health care experience. Qualtrics is a survey software company and Domo is a software company that specializes in business intelligence tools and data visualization. Pooling their software expertise, the three companies jointly constructed the TestUtah testing program and website. The website was

---
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designed to provide an online process to assess a person’s need for a COVID test, schedule any
needed test, and initiate contact tracing if appropriate.

On the TestUtah website, the process was described as “three simple steps.” The first
step was the “assessment,” which used an online assessment tool to “determine your current risk
and provide the Utah State Health Department and government leaders insight into our collective
health.” The second step was to schedule a “test” for those who needed it. The website warned
that not everyone could be tested, and that testing would be prioritized for “those who currently
have symptoms, have interacted with someone who has already tested positive, or have recently
visited places where COVID-19 is more widespread.” Tests were prioritized using the answers
filled out in the online assessment. The last step, “track,” asked questions to those who had tested
positive for the virus to determine who they’d been in contact with. The TestIowa and
TestNebraska websites used the same three-step approach.

The three companies purchased testing kits from Co-Diagnostics and used a Utah-based
lab to process the test results. They also set up physical testing sites.

Utah

Concerns about the TestUtah online assessment tool arose almost immediately after the
website was launched. One prominent concern was why the online assessment asked users if
they were allergic to hydroxychloroquine, a drug that was raising questions in the medical
community. Hydroxychloroquine later lost its emergency use authorization from the FDA as a
COVID-19 treatment when the FDC determined that it “showed no benefit for decreasing the
likelihood of death or speeding recovery.”

According to news reports, the online assessment asked about hydroxychloroquine,
because Nomi Health had initially recommended that those who tested positive for COVID-19
consider treatment with that medication. This recommendation was also in the state-issued
contract which stated: “Optional: If individuals in the pool test positive and are in high-risk
category consider medication treatment (e.g. Hydroxychloroquine or Chloroquine) administered
by the Health Department.” In response to the TestUtah approach, on March 31, 2020, the Utah
Division of Purchasing and General Services ordered 20,000 medication packs of chloroquine,
zinc, and hydroxychloroquine for $800,000 from a company called Meds in Motion. Around the

33 Baird, supra note 26.
34 Food and Drug Administration. (June 15, 2020, updated July 1, 2020). FDA cautions against use of
hydroxychloroquine or chloroquine for COVID-19 outside of the hospital setting or a clinical trial due to risk of
cautions-against-use-hydroxychloroquine-or-chloroquine-covid-19-outside-hospital-setting-or.
35 State of Nebraska service contract with Nomi Health Inc. (April 21, 2020). Retrieved from
https://statecontracts.nebraska.gov/Search/ViewDocument?D=YwlqfjJWhNLRkwpufSnA%3D%3D.
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same time, the Utah Health Department was in a separate negotiation for additional doses. The news media later disclosed that the Nomi Health CEO, Mark Newman, also served on the board of Meds in Motion, the supplier selling hydroxychloroquine to Utah.

After concerns were raised about the effectiveness of the drug, Utah Governor Gary Herbert ordered an investigation and determined that a state stockpile of hydroxychloroquine was “no longer prudent.” The state requested and received a refund from Meds in Motion for the $800,000. In response to questions, Mr. Newman stated that the assessment question and contract provision had been based on available information at the time, and were changed upon receipt of new information about the drug’s ineffectiveness as a treatment for COVID-19.

A second set of concerns with the TestUtah initiative involved questions about the accuracy of the test results. The questions centered on negative results provided to persons suspected of being infected with COVID-19. Members of Utah’s coronavirus task force told one media outlet that TestUtah was “getting levels of positivity that were significantly lower” than other labs, noting that TestUtah had only a 2% positivity rate while other state labs had rates as high as 5%. The company responded that the discrepancy in rates was due to population differences, and while several laboratory directors agreed that could play a role, when investigators controlled for asymptomatic patients, TestUtah still had an inexplicably lower positivity rate.

To resolve the concerns, the state asked TestUtah to send specimens to ARUP Laboratories, a national nonprofit and academic reference laboratory associated with the University of Utah. ARUP said that it was unable to test roughly 10% of the samples provided by TestUtah due to contamination problems. When asked about the contaminated samples, Co-Diagnostics was quoted as saying there was “leaking or something from the tubes,” and Nomi Health explained that it happened when people failed to screw the lids on tight. Utah Department of Health Director Jeff Burton said that ARUP did not plan to release the TestUtah results.
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A third set of concerns involved the competence of the laboratory used by TestUtah to process its samples. Located at Timpanogos Regional Hospital in Orem, Utah, the lab had earlier been found to be out of compliance with federal regulations. The U.S. Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) issued a report detailing a number of deficiencies and concluding that the “laboratory is not in compliance with all applicable CLIA Conditions.” CLIA refers to the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments that govern medical labs nationwide. A local newspaper used a FOIA request to obtain a related CMS letter describing some of the lab deficiencies. They included problems with general laboratory systems, preanalytical systems, analytics systems, post-analytic systems, and qualifications or performance of the lab director and the general supervisor. While CMS did not find that the deficiencies produced “immediate jeopardy” (a designation reserved to labs that threaten serious harm to patients), it did require the lab to correct the problems.

When asked for a reaction, Utah Public Health Department director Jeff Burton was quoted by the media as downplaying the problems, saying this was “not out of the ordinary.” He also said, “If CLIA [sic] had reason to believe any TestUtah results should be invalidated, or that individuals should be re-tested, we would expect that information to be relayed to those individuals from the lab.” In contrast, however, Robyn Atkinson-Dunn, director of the Utah Public Health Laboratory, a respected facility within the state, had visited the lab in April before the CMS investigation and witnessed a number of troubling practices.

Despite these issues, on May 31, 2020, Utah extended the TestUtah contract for another 45 days, again on an emergency, no-bid basis. Around the same time, the Utah Department of Health directed Dr. Atkinson-Dunn to route some of the state’s backlogged tests to TestUtah. Due to TestUtah’s reliance on a laboratory which she knew to be out of compliance with CLIA standards, however, she declined to send the tests as directed. A few days after her refusal, Dr. Atkinson-Dunn was demoted from director of the Utah Public Health Laboratory and offered a new position as a “multi-drug resistant organism specialist,” a position for which she said she lacked expertise. When asked about the demotion, she responded: “I dedicated eight-and-a-half years to that job …. [T]hat lab had built a reputation across the nation and across the state. And I get removed because I refused to do something that is unethical. That’s how the state works right now. They do unethical things.”

In May 2020, in response to the TestUtah concerns as well as other spending issues related to COVID-19, some state legislators and the elected Utah State Auditor began to raise
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concerns about the state’s emergency spending, estimated at $108 million and counting.\textsuperscript{55} According to the Center for Urban Studies report on state-level legislative oversight, one barrier to legislative oversight of state contracts is the short legislative sessions in Utah.\textsuperscript{56} Another problem is that, according to information provided by the state to CUS, the Utah legislature does not assign explicit authority to any committee to oversee state contracts with vendors.\textsuperscript{57}

Nevertheless, several Utah state legislators expressed concern about the state’s COVID-related emergency contracts. Utah Democratic Rep. Andrew Stoddard, for example, in a media interview about Utah’s COVID-related spending, said that “time will tell if these were wise purchases. I understand they had to do them quickly, but I would like to see more transparency.”\textsuperscript{58} He stated that he had already filed a bill for the next legislative session to rein in some of the state’s emergency spending powers, in particular to “limit what types of purchases could be made with the no-bid contracts.”\textsuperscript{59} Concerns were also expressed by Republican Rep. Brad Daw, co-chair of the Utah House Health and Human Services Committee. In a media interview, Rep. Daw said his committee would be looking into the emergency purchase of the hydroxychloroquine: “It looks like there were some issues, we need to have a public hearing and let all sides present their arguments.”\textsuperscript{60} At the time of this writing in October, however, the Health and Human Services Committee website indicates that the committee has not met since March 9, 2020.\textsuperscript{61} In addition, Mr. Daw is scheduled to leave office at the end of 2020.\textsuperscript{62}

Also in 2020, the Utah legislature took advantage of its ability to convene special legislative sessions, an authority it gained under a 2018 amendment to the state constitution which, for the first time, enabled the legislature to call a session without the consent of the governor.\textsuperscript{63} From March to September, the Utah legislature used that authority to call four special sessions.\textsuperscript{64} In the special session that started on June 18, 2020, the legislature strengthened its contract oversight authority by enacting the “Emergency Management Act
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\textsuperscript{63} In 2018, Utah voters amended the state constitution to allow the state legislature, through a two-thirds vote, to call a special session of up to ten days to deal with matters such as a fiscal crisis, war, natural disaster, or other emergency. Utah Constitutional Amendment C, approved Nov. 6, 2018. \textit{See Ballotpedia}. Retrieved from https://ballotpedia.org/Utah_Constitutional_Amendment_C,_Changes_Related_to_Special_Legislative_Sessions_and_State_Revenue_Measure_(2018).

\textsuperscript{64} Utah State Legislature. Sessions. Retrieved from https://le.utah.gov/sessions/sessions.jsp.
Procurement Process Amendment.”65 That amendment requires “the Governor, during an epidemic or pandemic disease emergency, to provide notice to the Legislature within 24 hours of an expenditure or procurement that: is greater than $2 million; uses federal funds received by the state … and is made using statutory emergency procurement processes.”66 Since, in Utah, Republicans control both the legislative and executive branches, this legislation is an example of a stronger interbranch oversight measure put into place by a joint effort of members of the same party.

In addition, in late September, the elected State Auditor, Republican John Dougall, a longtime, respected state official who was once a Utah legislator, released a report reviewing several emergency Utah procurements, including the hydroxychloroquine purchase and the TestUtah contract.67 According to the review, the Auditor could not determine who approved the hydroxychloroquine purchase or why, because “[w]ithout written documentation of authorization (or explicit verbal authorization), it is impossible to determine exactly how this occurred.”68 As for the TestUtah contract, the review focused on inflated testing costs, noting that the “projected per-test costs were reasonable, however actual per-test costs were unreasonable.”69 The review explained that, while other established testing services listed a price at $125 or less per test, TestUtah had ended up charging the state over $235 per test under the initial contract.70

Finally, in still another response to state-wide concerns about emergency spending, Utah’s Division of Purchasing launched a website that increased transparency and accountability for contract decisions by providing more information on state spending during the pandemic.71

These facts show that, despite having failed to assign explicit contract oversight authority to any committee and lacking a history of active contract oversight, the Utah legislature managed to enact legislation requiring greater emergency contract transparency, secure a state auditor’s report on the TestUtah contract, and spur creation of a new agency website with more contract information. The Utah legislature took those actions while overseeing procurement activities by a governor from the same political party.

66 Id.
68 Id. at 15. The report continued: “We are concerned that this purchase occurred without anyone’s explicit authorization. We also note the State lacks an effective system that allows the State Division of Purchasing to ensure purchases are properly authorized.” Id.
69 Id. at 17 (capitalization and bolding omitted).
70 Id. at 18. The report noted that Iowa later procured a new contract “at a lower cost.” Id.
Iowa

On or around April 21, 2020, Nomi Health and its partners launched a second testing initiative by signing a no-bid $26 million testing services contract with the state of Iowa. The “TestIowa” contract required Nomi Health to provide over 540,000 tests across the state as well as run the TestIowa website. Media reports indicate that the program was recommended to Iowa Governor Kim Reynolds by Iowa native Ashton Kutcher who was working with the governor on COVID-19 safety advertisements. According to the press, Mr. Kutcher is friendly with Qualtrics CEO Ryan Smith, and the press quoted Mr. Kutcher as saying that the governor “jumped at the chance and moved fast to implement” the TestIowa program. Iowa Sen. Joe Bolkcom, a Democrat, later criticized the contract decision for not first consulting the state’s health experts saying, “Mr. Kutcher seems like a great guy but not sure what public health expertise he brings for advising our pandemic response.”

In May 2020, two representatives from the Iowa House also raised concerns about the TestIowa initiative. In a letter sent to the chair of the House Government Oversight Committee, Democratic Rep. Ruth Gaines and Rep. Chris Hall wrote: “It’s clear that Test Iowa failed to meet the goals outlined by Governor Reynolds. Iowa taxpayers are on the hook for $26 million and they deserve to know whether their money is being spent wisely.” The letter then identified a long list of problems including “[c]ontract awarded without a competitive bid process,” “testing numbers are well short,” and “[v]ulnerable Iowans being denied tests.” The letter concluded with a call for action by the Government Oversight Committee (where Rep. Gaines is the ranking minority member) to “do its job,” by taking testimony from people involved in the contract negotiation, including state officials and TestIowa representatives. If the committee didn’t act, the letter indicated that House Democrats “will seek to review the contract and its implementation during the appropriations process.”

At the time of this writing in October 2020, the Iowa legislative session has ended, and the legislature is not scheduled to convene again until January 2021. During the 2020 session, the Government Oversight Committee did not hold a hearing or appear to take any action on the
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TestIowa contract.\textsuperscript{79} Instead, in June 2020, the committee chair, Republican Mary Ann Hanusa, sponsored a House Resolution that thanked Republican “Governor Kim Reynolds for her swift and decisive action and thoughtful leadership to protect the health and safety of Iowans during the COVID-19 pandemic.”\textsuperscript{80}

In the meantime, state and county employees repeatedly complained about TestIowa’s long delays in providing test results and how those delays were negatively affecting the state’s efforts to combat the virus. In response, Iowa State Auditor Rob Sand, an elected Democrat, initiated a review of TestIowa’s procedure for reporting test results.\textsuperscript{81} According to a report issued by his office in July 2020, the delays were attributable to a lengthy four-step process employed by IowaTest.\textsuperscript{82} The report indicated that, once test results were produced, they went first from the State Hygienic Laboratory to Qualtrics, then to Domo, then to the state’s chief information officer, and only then to the Iowa Department of Public Health (IDPH) where they were finally communicated to the test subject.

The Auditor’s report was unable to identify any legitimate reason why the test results were routed through multiple parties instead of being reported directly from the lab to IDPH. The report also found that the process violated an Iowa law that “requires laboratories dealing with a reportable infectious disease to immediately report the case to the IDPH.”\textsuperscript{83} In addition, the report determined that TestIowa’s multi-step reporting procedure exposed the state to unnecessary risks. The findings explained that the reporting “chain is an area where integrity, reliability, and timely transmission of information is put at unnecessary risk of error, equipment failure, maladministration, outright falsification, or any other cause.”\textsuperscript{84} The report further concluded that TestIowa’s reliance on private companies to transmit test results, when those companies have interests aside from Iowa’s welfare, opened up the state to liability.\textsuperscript{85}

The Auditor’s report was not only made public, but also filed with the Johnson and Polk County Sheriff’s Offices and Attorneys’ Offices, the Iowa Division of Criminal Investigation, and the Iowa Attorney General. In response, the Iowa Attorney General defended the TestIowa arrangements, finding nothing illegal with TestIowa’s reporting practices, and noting that direct reporting of test results by the lab technicians would require burdensome data entry efforts.\textsuperscript{86} Auditor Sand’s office replied: “If it is true that changing the TestIowa reporting system to be
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legal would require hand entry of data by public lab technicians, then taxpayers probably should not have paid $26 million for that system.”

The Center for Urban Studies report on state-level oversight indicates that, in Iowa, evidence suggests that there is a level of “cooperation” between the elected State Auditor and the legislature, although CUS was unable to identify “any example of the legislature making use of the auditor of state’s reports for monitoring state contracts.” The CUS report also suggested that “the absence of a legislative auditor limits legislators’ capacity to monitor state agencies.”

This case study was similarly unable to determine whether the Iowa State Auditor’s report on TestIowa was relayed to the state legislature or any state legislative committee. The contract criticisms by Iowa Sen. Joe Bolkcom, Rep. Ruth Gaines, and Rep. Chris Hall, cited earlier, indicate that at least some legislators were aware of the controversy and the millions of dollars at stake, but no evidence has yet surfaced of a legislative committee initiating a review or taking action with respect to the no-bid $26 million contract, the delays in reporting test results, or TestIowa’s possible violation of state law.

Nebraska

On April 21, 2020, around the same time that it launched its Iowa effort, Nomi Health entered into a third contract with the state of Nebraska totaling nearly $27 million. Like the Iowa and Utah contracts, the contract was awarded by the state on a no-bid, emergency basis. It required Nomi Health and its partners to run the TestNebraska website, conduct at least 3,000 tests per day, and return test results within 48 hours. As in Iowa and Utah, soon after the contract was awarded, complaints began to roll in related to the services provided by TestNebraska.

Three weeks after the contract was awarded, on May 11, 2020, four Nebraska senators, led by Democratic Senator Machaela Cavanaugh, sent a letter to Republican Governor Pete Ricketts urging him to terminate the TestNebraska contract on multiple grounds. First, the four Democratic senators claimed that TestNebraska had “failed to deliver the contractually required number of daily tests and failed to meet the contractually required 48-hour turnaround time for test results.” Second, the senators noted that Nomi Health executives, by their own admission, had no experience in public health, and “Nebraskans do not have the luxury to wait for Nomi leadership to learn on the job.”

The letter also asserted that the University of Nebraska Medical Center in partnership with county public health departments should be leading testing in the state, because they “already have the infrastructure and expertise to do this critical work.” The letter urged that the millions of dollars going to the Utah companies be invested instead in Nebraska county public
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health labs that need the financial support. In addition, the letter questioned the advocacy of Nomi leadership, meaning CEO Newman, related to hydroxychloroquine and the references related to that drug in the online assessment tool. The letter stated: “The financial relationship between Nomi leadership and the maker of the drug casts further doubts about the stewardship of Nebraska taxpayer dollars and sensitive health data on the part of Nomi leadership.”

Governor Ricketts essentially dismissed the concerns raised in the letter. Among other comments, he said, “You’re not going to find a lot of companies that have tons of experience in testing in a pandemic experience, since this is the first one we’ve had in 100 years, so on the face of it, the senators’ statement is ludicrous.”

TestNebraska continued to conduct testing operations within the state. According to one media report, as of July 2020, it had tested over 100,000 residents and performed the most testing state-wide of any company or laboratory. On July 20, 2020, one of the letter signatories from May, Sen. Megan Hunt, asked the state Auditor of Public Accounts, Republican Charlie Janssen, to conduct “a financial audit and investigation of the operation of Test Nebraska in order to ensure that the state funds are being properly and judiciously spent.” She identified multiple ongoing problems with the TestNebraska contract. Senator Cavanaugh also introduced a resolution in late July to direct the Senate Appropriations Committee to conduct a study of the TestNebraska contract. In late September, a Senate Appropriations Committee hearing examined, in part, the alleged contract deficiencies.

Nebraska is unique in having a unicameral legislature that is officially nonpartisan. According to the Center for Urban Studies report on state-level oversight, Nebraska legislators do not normally exercise oversight of state contracts, which is instead seen as an obligation of the executive branch’s Department of Administrative Services. The legislature itself meets on only a part-time basis, making contract oversight difficult. Nevertheless, four Nebraska legislators promptly reviewed, expressed concerns about, and recommended termination of the TestNebraska no-bid $26 million contract. One of those legislators continued to press for contract oversight, calling for a review by the state Auditor and a study by the Senate Appropriations Committee. To date, however, no evidence has emerged that any review or committee study is underway.
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Conclusion

In this case study, three different states issued multi-million-dollar testing contracts on a no-bid, emergency basis with a consortium of Utah companies that had no experience in conducting infectious disease testing. In all three states, complaints targeted the no-bid status of the contracts, the contractor’s lack of health care expertise, the large dollar amounts, the accuracy of the tests, and delays in providing test results. Although the three state legislatures had no tradition or track record of contract oversight, at least some legislators in each state raised concerns, demonstrating the potential for legislative oversight to identify problems and serve as a check on state procurement practices. In one state, Utah, the legislators raising concerns were of the same political party as the governor and were able to effect several important reforms. In the two other states, the legislators raising concerns were members of a different political party than the governor. The ability of those cross-party oversight efforts to produce meaningful contract oversight and procurement reforms is still unfolding.
Case Study 2: Contracts for Protective Face Masks

This case study examines state procurement of personal protective equipment in the form of face masks for health workers and first responders during the COVID-19 pandemic. Contracts issued by the states of California, Missouri, and West Virginia raised a variety of concerns about high-priced no-bid contracts, unfamiliar vendors, and substandard masks. They also demonstrated varying degrees of legislative oversight in the affected states.

Background

At the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic in the United States, many states found themselves scrambling to secure personal protective equipment (PPE). Rising demand for the products caused disruption in the global supply, putting pressure on states to locate and purchase needed supplies.98 States engaged in a variety of efforts to secure PPE for their health workers and first responders, often ignoring normal procurement procedures calling for competitive bids, the vetting of vendors, and inspection of purchased goods.

Illustrating the types of efforts made and additional expenses incurred is the action taken by Illinois which arranged at least two secret flights to China to secure masks.99 Worried that the federal government would secure available PPE for the federal stockpile and leave the states with insufficient supplies, Illinois Governor Pritzker ordered two flights, each costing over $888,000, from FedEx Trade Networks Transport to provide an “aircraft charter flight to Shanghai, China for COVID-19 response…prepayment required.”100 Those flights increased the state’s PPE costs by an unanticipated $1.7 million. In a further odd development, the Illinois State Comptroller’s office apparently prepared multiple $3.5 million checks for PPE purchases and delivered them to parties waiting at fast food and truck stop parking lots.101 Susana Mendoza, the state comptroller acknowledged that it sounded like a “sketchy drug deal,” but asserted that her office needed to act as it did in order to save lives. Clearly, states were under pressure.

Illinois was not alone in its extreme efforts to obtain PPE. In an attempt to secure PPE quickly, many states agreed to large upfront payments and relied on unfamiliar and unvetted vendors to fulfill massive orders. Unfortunately, many of the vendors that contracted with the
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states were unable to fill the promised orders, and some fulfilled the orders – wittingly or unwittingly – with substandard or counterfeit products. Several examples follow.

**California**

In April 2020, California placed an order for 300 million N95 masks with a Chinese company called Build Your Dream (BYD), which normally manufactured vehicles but promised to deliver the needed masks in exchange for $1 billion.\(^{102}\) The contract required the N95 masks to be certified by the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) by April 30, a deadline which BYD failed to meet. The state gave the company an extension to May 31, which it failed to meet again. A third extension to June 12 was granted, and BYD was finally able to acquire the NIOSH certification and the green light to ship the masks—over two months after California paid $500 million up front for the products.\(^{103}\)

California issued the BYD contract for masks after an earlier $454 million deal with a company called Blue Flame had fallen through. According to one media account, the Blue Flame contract, promising delivery of 100 million masks, was cancelled in March 2020, just six hours after the state had initiated the $454 million wire transfer. The bank handling the transfer flagged the transaction for additional review and informed the state that the account they were wiring money to was only one day old, and the company itself only three.\(^{104}\) California decided to look elsewhere.

After making the pivot to BYD, the California state government apparently did not initially disclose the new contract to the public. One media account complained that the contract had been “kept hidden from state legislators and the media.”\(^{105}\) Democratic Sen. Holly Mitchell, chair of the California Joint Legislative Budget Committee, in a letter sent to the Director of California’s Department of Finance, asked the state to provide detailed information about the contract requirements, mask delivery timelines, and how the masks would be allocated.\(^{106}\) In response, the Office of Emergency Services made the contract details public, and the legislature
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was able to evaluate the cost, timing, and usefulness of the $1 billion purchase.\textsuperscript{107} The masks were ultimately delivered in June.\textsuperscript{108}

Despite a rocky start from an inexperienced vendor in PPE, the BYD contract seems to have turned out to be a success for the state, enabling Democratic Governor Gavin Newsom to announce that his administration sent out “an unprecedented number of masks” across the state.\textsuperscript{109} In July 2020, Governor Newsom announced that the state would be extending its contract with BYD to purchase an additional 120 million N95 masks and 300 million paper surgical masks at a cost of over $300 million.\textsuperscript{110}

Unlike its handling of the initial contract, the state made the terms of this procurement extension public quickly after the purchase order was signed.\textsuperscript{111} Lawmaker calls for transparency and competitive bidding may have also contributed to pressure on the state to secure a lower contract price, as the N95 mask cost dropped from $3.30 to $2.13 per mask and the price of the surgical paper masks went from 55 cents to 20 cents.\textsuperscript{112} Governor Newsom also promised that the state would “take advantage of scaled-up manufacturing of masks and other PPE by opening future contracts to bids” so the state could “demand more competitive pricing.”\textsuperscript{113} The Governor’s actions suggest he was responding to the earlier criticisms by his fellow Democrats in the state legislature.

It is also worth noting that this type of increased contract oversight by the legislature had been explicitly advocated by the California State Auditor Elaine M. Howle, according to the study of state-level oversight by the Center for Urban Studies.\textsuperscript{114} In 2017, the California State Auditor, a Democrat, published a report that, in part, warned against lax oversight of no-bid contracts and recommended that the state legislature become more involved in contract oversight.\textsuperscript{115} Auditor Howle, a respected state official who has held that office for over 20 years, wrote that state agencies routinely oversaw their own contracts, and they did “not do so vigorously.”\textsuperscript{116} This case study suggests that some legislators may have taken the Auditor’s advice to heart and begun using their oversight authority to strengthen the state’s procurement practices.
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Missouri

While states like California were facing problems acquiring masks at all, other states faced problems with substandard or counterfeit masks. In Missouri, for example, the state ordered 3.9 million masks from a company called National Material Supply Co. LLC for a price of $16.5 million, and paid a 50% deposit upfront.117 The state received the masks in early April 2020, and distributed a portion of them to first responders across the state. Not long afterward, Missouri recalled those masks.118 Missouri Department of Public Safety director Sandy Karsten explained that the 48,000 KN95 masks sent to first responders “did not meet state standards” and that first responders should return the masks to the department.119

After the recall, NMS initially refused to refund any of the money that the state had paid for the substandard masks.120 Missouri Governor Mike Parson stated that the company was “cheating” taxpayers by rejecting any refund.121 The state was able to settle the dispute, but not until former Missouri governor Jay Nixon, a lawyer at the firm representing NMS, met with state officials. By the end of April, the state’s $9 million advance payment was fully refunded.122

In response to the issues raised by the substandard masks, Missouri State Auditor Nicole Galloway, an elected Democrat, initiated an inquiry into the mask procurement, stating that there were “obvious concerns for the safety of first responders and the public as a result of the distribution of this faulty personal protective equipment.”123 She requested information from Director Karsten about what funding mechanism was used for the purchase of the masks, what quality control procedures were employed, and whether any additional masks the state sent to first responders were counterfeit.124 It is unclear whether Director Karsten provided the requested information. It is also unclear whether an official audit is underway.
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124 Letter from Missouri State Auditor Nicole Galloway to Director Sandra K. Karsten, Missouri Department of Public Safety (April 15, 2020). Retrieved from https://auditor.mo.gov/media/pdf/letter-department-public-safety. At the time of the letter, State Auditor Galloway was the Democratic candidate in the governor’s race, running against the Republican incumbent.
According to the Center for Urban Studies report on state-level oversight, the Missouri legislature has “little formal authority” to monitor state contracts, and “determining with who agencies contract—and how—generally, remains a gubernatorial and executive agency prerogative.”\textsuperscript{125} Further, according to the CUS report, when the Missouri State Auditor’s office conducts oversight, it “does not work in tandem with the legislature or the governor.”\textsuperscript{126}

To date, no Missouri legislative committee appears to have examined the $16 million mask purchase, followed up with the State Auditor, or recommended any changes in the procurement laws. One of the few legislators to express public concern was Rep. Kip Kendrick, a Democrat, who called it “very problematic” that the public had not been informed about the mask procurement and requested an “investigation conducted quickly.”\textsuperscript{127} At this time, however, there is no evidence of a legislative-backed inquiry.

**West Virginia**

West Virginia is another state that has been plagued by substandard masks, but its issues unfolded in a different way than in Missouri. In March 2020, West Virginia purchased 100,000 masks from a company named Ballard Safety Equipment for about $567,000.\textsuperscript{128} The contract noted that the masks were manufactured by a Chinese company, Shanghai Dasheng Health Products, a reputable manufacturer that is one of the largest producers of masks in the world. In mid-April 2020, West Virginia received the masks and distributed them to first responders across the state.

The masks received by local government officials were almost immediately met with skepticism. Braxton County officials quickly emailed the CDC asking if the masks that they had received were genuine.\textsuperscript{129} The CDC responded that the masks were not genuine, explaining that Shanghai Dasheng Health (SDH) was an NIOSH approval holder, but that all NIOSH approvals related to masks with headbands, not the ear loops used on the masks distributed in West Virginia. The CDC further explained in its email that it is an OSHA requirement to have a “fit-factor” of 100, while ear loop masks had a fit factor of only 11. In other email correspondence with West Virginia officials, consultant Christina Baxter, who holds a Ph.D. and is CEO of an emergency response firm, wrote: “[T]hese are definitely counterfeit masks, and should not be used for front line emergency operations, especially for anyone dealing directly with a COVID-19 patient.”\textsuperscript{130}
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After the masks had been shipped around the state, Jeff Sandy, head of the West Virginia Department of Military Affairs and Public Safety, began inquiring into the mask purchase using contacts at Ballard Safety, a company with West Virginia ties. Despite the CDC and expert warnings, Mr. Sandy issued a 10-page memorandum addressed to “West Virginia First Responders” which declared that the masks were “not counterfeit” and sent it to emergency services directors across the state. In the memorandum, he explained that SDH produced two different models of N95 masks, one with headbands and one with ear loops. Of the 100,000 masks delivered to the state, half had the headbands and half had the ear loops. He assured first responders that the masks with ear loops were genuine SDH products and encouraged them to use the masks even though they did not meet the NIOSH standard. He indicated that he based his assurances in part on information provided by Eastern 7 Enterprises, a company that Ballard Safety Equipment had worked with to secure the masks. He provided those assurances despite SDH’s own website warning potential customers against counterfeit masks.

The Sandy memorandum did not satisfy the West Virginia State Fireman’s Association. The Association’s president, Jerry Loudin, said in a statement that his members were “deeply concerned” to learn the PPE they had been issued did not meet NIOSH guidelines. The statement said, “By trusting the equipment to protect [firefighters], our members may have unknowingly placed themselves in situations that put them at further risk.”

A West Virginia reporter obtained a copy of the Sandy memorandum through a FOIA request to the state and began looking into some of the companies relied on by the state to obtain the masks and advocate their use. The newspaper disclosed that Eastern 7 Enterprises, one of the companies cited in the Sandy memorandum, was currently under indictment in a separate felony case in Houston, charged with stealing four large trucks and seven containers filled with plastic resin. Despite that disclosure, Mr. Sandy continued to advocate first responder use of the masks with ear loops.

According to the Center for Urban Studies report on state-level oversight, the West Virginia state legislature does not explicitly task any of its committees with monitoring state contracts. In addition, the legislative sessions last only 60 days. In 2020, the session ended on
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March 7, 136 ten days before the first reported COVID-19 case in West Virginia.137 According to the CUS report, the West Virginia legislature relies, in part, on a Legislative Auditor’s Office but described that office as taking a “fire alarm” approach to oversight which meant that it reviewed only problematic agency actions.138 To date, no public evidence indicates that either the state legislature or the Legislative Auditor’s Office has initiated an inquiry into the $567,000 Ballard contract, the distribution of and protection provided by the ear-loop masks, or the conflicting directions given to first responders.

One newspaper has reported, however, that West Virginia House Delegate Buck Jennings, a paramedic, emergency medical technician instructor, and Republican chairman of the state homeland security committee, expressed concern about first responders using masks with ear loops. According to the newspaper, Del. Jennings said:

“Whenever you breathe in, if it comes around your nose or up around your chin, that mask does zero good. As far as protecting you, I don’t think it would be nearly as good. … It just sounds to me like somebody screwed up and they’re just trying to make up for it.”139

Some West Virginia legislators have also called for a special session to deal with spending issues arising from the pandemic. Democratic Del. Amanda Estep-Burton said, for example, it was important “our constituents are heard by the legislative voice, and our governor is not responsible for spending $1.25 billion dollars, alone.”140 To date, however, Republican Governor Justice has resisted a special session, and one cannot be called without his consent.141

Conclusion

This case study shows some of the urgent issues states faced during their attempts to secure needed PPE, including high-priced goods, unfamiliar vendors, unreliable deliveries, substandard masks, and anxious health care workers and first responders. In West Virginia and Missouri, state legislatures appear to have made little effort to oversee state procurement actions, and complaints by individual legislators seemed to have had little impact even when West Virginia sent substandard masks to first responders. In contrast, California legislators were quick
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to express concerns about a problematic mask procurement, even when issued by a governor of the same political party. Their oversight efforts appear to have contributed to greater contract transparency, lower prices, and a renewed commitment to competitive bidding. The contrasting state track records suggest that greater legislative oversight of state procurement holds promise to produce more positive results.
Case Study 3: Contracts for Consulting Firms

This case study examines state contracts issued on an emergency, no-bid basis to two consulting firms, Deloitte Consulting LLC and McKinsey & Company, to provide COVID-related assistance to state and local governments. During the COVID-19 pandemic, states faced many unique and urgent problems, including record unemployment, short-term closures of businesses, schools and facilities, and data management needs to enable informed decision making. To address those problems, some states issued contracts soliciting assistance from high-priced private consulting firms to help develop or execute a variety of strategies. This case study examines concerns related to five emergency state contracts issued to those consultants, including concerns involving no-bid awards, high fees, poor contract performance, and a lack of transparency. This case study also demonstrates, once again, significant variation in the contract oversight exercised by state legislatures.

Deloitte Consulting

In April 2020, unemployment in the United States grew to 14.7%, more than triple the 4.4% level a month earlier. Many of those who’d lost their jobs, including gig workers and independent contractors, were normally ineligible for unemployment benefits. Congress then enacted the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act which, in part, “expand[ed] states’ ability to provide unemployment insurance for … workers who are not ordinarily eligible.” In response, an unprecedented number of Americans filed unemployment insurance claims, often overwhelming state systems.

Illinois

In Illinois, for example, in the last week of March 2020, over 178,000 workers filed for unemployment benefits, a record number. Illinois Governor J.B. Pritzker, a Democrat, noted at the time that the total did not reflect many others who could not file claims due to the state’s overloaded unemployment website and call centers. Some Illinois citizens claimed that they had tried for weeks to telephone the state’s toll-free hotline for unemployment benefits but received only “busy signals.” Similar problems plagued the Illinois website which posted messages saying applications could not be filed before 11:00 a.m. or during the evening hours of 8:00-10:00 p.m. and urging applicants to file on only certain days corresponding to the first letter of their last name.
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Seeking help to resolve the access problems affecting the state’s unemployment claims system, Illinois turned to Deloitte Consulting. On April 24, 2020, the Illinois Department of Employment Security (IDES) entered into an emergency no-bid contract with Deloitte, agreeing to pay the firm about $9.5 million to build a new system that would enable gig workers and independent contractors, for the first time, to file unemployment claims. Four days later, the same state agency signed a second emergency no-bid contract with Deloitte for more than $12.7 million. Under that second contract, Deloitte was enlisted to oversee the hiring of telephone agents to take applications for jobless benefits. The contract permitted Deloitte, at the call center under its management, to charge the state up to $55 dollars per hour for each call agent and up to $315 per hour for each project manager. When asked about those extraordinary fees, IDES spokesperson Rebecca Cisco said they were necessary “to ensure Illinoisans can receive their benefits in a timely manner.” Governor Pritzker expressed confidence in the new system’s launch and predicted that everything would go smoothly. Unfortunately, the launch of the system did not proceed as smoothly as hoped. In mid-May, IDES announced that it would notify over 32,000 claimants that their personal information may have been exposed to outside scrutiny due to a system “glitch.” According to the media, that “glitch” allowed one claimant to view over 50 pages of identifying information for other claimants in the system, including claimant numbers, names, and full Social Security numbers. One woman, who wished to remain anonymous, provided screen shots to reporters as proof, and said “she couldn’t believe” that she could see over 50 pages of personal information for other claimants by just clicking through the online application. IDES issued a news release asserting that “only one PUA claimant was able to inadvertently view personal identifying information,” and there was no indication “that any
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personal information was improperly used nor is it likely to happen in the future.”158 In the same news release, IDES stated that the agency was contacting claimants out of “an abundance of caution” and had worked with Deloitte to quickly resolve the software issue. Deloitte also released a statement offering 12 months of free credit monitoring as recompense to the claimants being notified.159

In response to the data breach, some Illinois state legislators called for a state audit of the Deloitte contracts.160 Leading the effort was Illinois Republican Rep. Terri Bryant who indicated she had received a “panicked call” from a constituent who claimed to be able to see the personal data of other claimants.161 Rep. Bryant called the data breach evidence of “unacceptable failures” under the contract.162 In addition, Rep. Bryant and three other Republican representatives who had called for the audit questioned the state’s decision to use a no-bid emergency contract award. Rep. Charlie Meier said, for example, “This contract should have been put out for a bid. We want to know the facts, the truth about the failures at IDES with Deloitte.”163

On May 29, Rep. Bryant, along with five other state House representatives, filed a formal resolution calling for the state Auditor General Frank Mautino, a Democrat who was appointed by the governor, to conduct a full audit of IDES.164 Among other measures, the resolution called for the audit to learn whether the data breach had been fully resolved, the risk of a future breach, and a review of all IDES contracts awarded to Deloitte.165 The resolution also urged the Legislative Audit Commission (LAC), a bicameral legislative body with equal numbers of Republican and Democrat legislators charged with oversight related to state audits, to “review the findings of this audit in a public meeting.”166 The resolution also urged the General Assembly “to take any actions that it deems necessary or desirable to implement the recommendations made by the audit and to remedy any problems or dysfunctions uncovered by
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the audit.” To date, that resolution, though introduced, has not been brought before state legislators for a vote.

The Center for Urban Studies report on state-level oversight gave the Illinois state legislature an overall “high” rating for its oversight capacity and activities, but a “limited” rating when it came to overseeing state contracts. According to the report, the LAC has great potential to conduct oversight due to its bipartisan, bicameral membership and “substantial use” of Auditor General reports. At the time of this writing, however, it is unclear whether the Auditor General or LAC has initiated a review of the Deloitte contracts.

Another issue involves contract transparency. Illinois law requires that “notice of all emergency procurements shall be provided to the Procurement Policy Board and published in the online electronic bulletin.” The Procurement Policy Board is part of the state’s executive branch, and the electronic bulletin is intended to provide public notice of state contracts. Illinois law also requires, at the end of each fiscal quarter, that the Auditor General “shall file with the Legislative Audit Commission and the Governor a complete listing of all emergency procurements reported during the fiscal quarter.” The LAC is then to review those procurements and report to the General Assembly any procurements that “constitute an abuse.” Despite those legal requirements, the Deloitte contracts are not listed in the emergency purchase filings reports currently published on the Auditor General’s website. The 2020 edition of the Illinois Audit Advisory states, however, that “COVID-19 expenditures are likely to be scrutinized in future audits,” and that “tracking of expenditures of state and federal dollars to combat COVID-19 will be important in determining, evaluating, and improving our reaction to this or any future crisis.” This Audit Advisory suggests that the Deloitte contract remains subject to review by the Auditor General.

If the Auditor General, in fact, conducts a special audit as requested by some legislators, existing state rules would require the audit to be filed with the LAC for further consideration. It remains to be seen the extent to which the Auditor General, LAC, and state legislature will devote resources to reviewing the emergency, no-bid, multi-million-dollar contracts awarded to Deloitte, the high fees charged at Illinois call centers, and the data breach.

Ohio

Ohio ran into consulting issues very similar to those confronting Illinois. On April 13, 2020, the state of Ohio signed a no-bid emergency contract with Deloitte, awarding it about $10
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million in exchange for building a new computer system enabling gig workers and independent contractors to file state unemployment insurance claims. A month later on May 15, the Ohio Department of Jobs and Family Services (ODJFS) discovered that some claimants using the new system had their personal data exposed. In a press release, ODJFS stated that “about two dozen individuals inadvertently had the capability to view other PUA claimants’ correspondence.” It was estimated that more than 120,000 people risked having had their names, street addresses, and Social Security numbers exposed. Deloitte again offered one year of free credit monitoring to those affected.

In addition to concerns about the data breach, some questioned why the state paid $10 million to Deloitte for an off-the-shelf product that took only one month to install. Zach Schiller, research director for Policy Matters Ohio, for example, was quoted in the press asking, “Why did we need to go to Deloitte at all?” In another publication, an ODJFS spokesperson explained: “Considering the urgency of the Covid-19 pandemic, it was critical for our agency to move swiftly in procuring a system.”

In Ohio, according to the Center for Urban Studies report on state-level oversight, the office of the state Inspector General (IG) is responsible for oversight of state contracts. The current Ohio IG is Randall G. Meyer, a Republican, who was appointed to that office by Republican Governor John Kasich, with the approval of the Ohio Senate, and who has continued in office during the term of the current Ohio Republican Governor Michael DeWine. According to the CUS report, the Ohio IG seems to have authority to work collaboratively with the Ohio legislative branch regarding contracts in some instances. However, the CUS report also found that the Ohio legislature’s track record of actually exercising contract oversight was “limited.” To date, no evidence has surfaced of any IG review of the Deloitte contract or of any IG communications with the legislature related to the Deloitte procurement.

Also tasked with oversight of contracts in the state is the Controlling Board, a seven-member board within the state’s Office of Budget and Management consisting of the Director of Budget and Management and six legislators from both houses and both political parties. This hybrid executive-legislative board, with its bipartisan, bicameral legislative membership, is charged with providing “legislative oversight over certain capital and operating expenditure by
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state agencies and has approval authority over various other state fiscal activities.”181 The board meets every two weeks to consider and vote on requests for action submitted by state agencies.182

According to Controlling Board documents published on its website, ODJFS asked the board for an increase in appropriations to support the state’s unemployment insurance program.183 The request was approved in a May 2020 board meeting without objection.184 That approval presumably included board consent to the $10 million, no-bid Deloitte contract. During the same meeting, the minutes note that Representative Jack Cera, a Democrat, stated that he had read an article relating to the data breach and asked if there were any other security issues.185 The ODJFS Assistant Director for Employment Services, Bruce Madson, assured Rep. Cera that the issue was “low risk” and had been taken care of.186 While the minutes of the May meeting do not disclose any additional detail about the board’s review of the Deloitte contract or the extent to which it dug into the facts, the minutes nevertheless provide an example of an innovative, bipartisan, legislative oversight mechanism at work — one that continued to operate throughout the pandemic. At the same time, questions remain about the effectiveness of the board’s oversight efforts and the extent to which the Ohio legislature as a whole was cognizant of its activities.

California

California is a third state that experienced problems with a no-bid, emergency Deloitte contract issued to address unemployment insurance problems. However, having problems with Deloitte with respect to state unemployment claims was not new for the state.

A decade earlier, in 2010, California had contracted with Deloitte to update its unemployment claims system and encountered a number of problems, including watching the project cost rise to $110 million or almost double the original cost estimate.187 At the time, state lawmakers held hearings questioning Deloitte about both the cost overrun and a variety of problems with the new system.188 The California State Auditor, who is appointed to office by the governor, published two reports at the time, one which criticized state officials for
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misrepresenting the contract’s progress\textsuperscript{189} and another that cited nine months of delays in a subproject “because of unacceptable levels of defects before its internal system was accepted.”\textsuperscript{190}

Despite Deloitte’s poor contract performance, in May 2020, when the COVID-19 pandemic hit California and over 5 million applications for unemployment began pouring into the state’s system, California again issued a no-bid, emergency contract to the firm.\textsuperscript{191} The $16.5 million cost was to obtain Deloitte’s assistance in expanding a state call center to house around 500 call takers to process the new claims.\textsuperscript{192} As in Ohio, the contract explicitly allowed Deloitte to charge the state $55 per hour for each of the 500 call takers managed by Deloitte.\textsuperscript{193} California Governor Gavin Newsom announced at the time that the state objective was to provide benefits within three weeks of a claim, but in June, California officials estimated that 20% of claimants were not receiving their payments within the target time frame. Further, it was reported that when the Employment Development Department (EDD) missed the three-week deadline, the delays often extended many more weeks.\textsuperscript{194}

The California legislature again exercised its oversight powers. Spearheading the legislative effort was state Assemblmynember David Chiu. Mr. Chiu sat on the relevant Budget Subcommittee which, on June 30, 2020, held a hearing and questioned EDD Director Sharon Hilliard about the shortcomings of the state unemployment claims system.\textsuperscript{195} Five days later, Mr. Chiu was the first of 61 state legislators, all Democrats, who sent a letter to Democratic Governor Newsom demanding action to resolve the EDD problems.\textsuperscript{196} In the letter, the legislators called for “vendor reform and accountability,” and noted EDD’s “very poor history of engaging with the private sector to modernize and upkeep its IT systems, continuing to mostly default to its long-standing relationship with its consultant Deloitte.”\textsuperscript{197}

The letter stated that, despite all of the money paid to Deloitte, the firm had not been successful in its contract performance, and “[t]he public is owed a clear explanation of all pending system updates, the responsibility that each contract has to address each work item, and reasonably estimated timelines.”\textsuperscript{198} The letter concluded by asking the governor to take action,
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and expressed hope “that our Legislature and your Administration can work in true partnership to address the suffering of our constituents.”

This case study recounts how three states, Illinois, Ohio, and California, employed no-bid, multi-million-dollar contracts to obtain consulting services from Deloitte to address urgent unemployment claims filed by residents who were often in dire straits. Despite spending millions of taxpayer dollars, all three states experienced problems with Deloitte’s performance. This case study shows a range of oversight activities by state legislators, on both a cross-party and same-party basis, to review their states’ use of no-bid contracts, payment of expensive consulting fees, and response to performance problems.

**McKinsey & Company**

Deloitte was not the only consulting firm tapped by states for help during the pandemic. McKinsey & Company, another prominent, high-paid, private consultant, was hired by some states to assist with their response. In 2019, using consulting revenue to compare firms, one publication listed McKinsey as the twelfth largest consulting firm in the country with over $8 billion in annual revenue.

**Washington State**

The state of Washington, for example, signed three separate COVID-related contracts with McKinsey totaling nearly $5 million. Even though Washington law normally prohibits no-bid contracts, the state used its emergency authority to waive the competition requirement “for goods and services that are directly related to the state’s response to the coronavirus.”

The first contract was for a term of eight weeks and cost $1.3 million to utilize a McKinsey data tool that promised to help the governor’s office make informed decisions about COVID-19. Second was a $2.4 million contract to help the state combat unemployment insurance fraud schemes. Last was a $1.2 million contract signed by Washington’s Health Care Authority to speed up contact tracing of persons who tested positive for the virus.

Republican state Senator John Braun raised a number of concerns about the three McKinsey contracts. He noted, first, that all three were awarded on a no-bid basis through the
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state’s emergency powers. He also questioned the price of the contracts: “It sounds to me like, once again, kind of the high-end, high-tech folk of the world are making out like bandits during this pandemic at the expense of everyone else.”

Sen. Braun also noted that the contracts had been awarded without any input from the legislative branch.

According to the Center for Urban Studies report, legislative oversight in Washington state has been “limited” with much of the oversight instead being provided by non-legislative entities such as the State Auditor’s Office. Additionally, the CUS report noted that the state’s legislative sessions last only 60 days in an even numbered year, with special sessions allowed only at the call of the governor, making legislative oversight difficult. Washington state’s regular session for 2020 began on Jan. 13 and ended on March 12, leaving little time for the legislative branch to deal with the pandemic.

In response, Sen. Braun was a leading voice calling for a special session to address concerns about the autonomous spending of Democratic Governor Jay Inslee to combat the virus. In a July letter penned by Sen. Braun to other legislators, he warned that the legislative body was “ceding [its] role too easily to the executive branch.” While the letter didn’t mention the McKinsey contracts specifically, the senator took issue with the unilateral spending decisions being made by the governor saying, “our state is not designed to be run by a single individual — however well-intentioned – with the ability to suspend laws, close schools and businesses, decide personally how to spend billions of dollars, and unilaterally issue proclamations affecting millions of people for months on end.” His letter continued: “The state constitution explicitly endows our branch with the legislative authority. It is we who have the power to make laws and spend funds. It is a power that we should carefully and jealously guard.”

At the time of this writing, however, no special session has been called, and it appears the legislature will not convene again until its regular session in January 2021. There is also no evidence of a broader legislative effort to call on the Washington State Auditor to review the McKinsey contract.

Florida
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Florida is another state in which McKinsey won a contract to provide assistance during the pandemic. In April 2020, Florida’s largest county, Miami-Dade, entered into a $500,000 contract with McKinsey to assist the county with collecting COVID-related data and using that data to develop a plan to reopen local businesses, schools, and facilities.\(^{214}\)

Some county officials raised concerns about McKinsey’s effectiveness, pricing, and willingness to provide contract transparency when working for the public. For example, the media published an internal email from Jennifer Moon, Deputy Mayor of Miami-Dade County, in which she wrote: “Basically they are compiling data for us. And putting it in pretty formats. They are doing the research that I am too burned out at this point to do. I’m quite flattered that it takes 4 people to replace me.”\(^{215}\) In another email, Deputy Mayor Moon wrote that “apparently it takes 5 people with staff support to do what I’ve been doing myself.”\(^{216}\)

Her concerns raised questions not only about the usefulness of the services being provided by McKinsey, but also about McKinsey staffing practices that led to higher pricing. In a “Pandemic Pricing” table sent by McKinsey to the county, the firm provided six different “packages” from which a prospective client could choose.\(^{217}\) The McKinsey packages offered lower-priced options that included part-time help by a McKinsey partner as well as more expensive packages that included more staffing assistance, “COVID analytics” and “best practices.” According to one source quoted by the media, the $142,000 price being paid per week for the COVID package selected by Miami-Dade County exceeded “the combined annual salaries of the two staffers who had been helping Moon prepare the reopening plan.”\(^{218}\)

In addition to pricing, concerns were raised about the duration of the contract. As Miami-Dade County and McKinsey were negotiating the terms of the deal, McKinsey contract manager pushed back on the county’s attempt to limit the contract to four weeks in duration.\(^{219}\) McKinsey suggested that an unspecified end date was important to “provide flexibility.” But that flexibility could not only delay the county’s planning efforts, it could, again, lead to more money being paid to the firm, since the fees were calculated on a per week basis.


\(^{219}\) Id.
Still another issue involved contract transparency. Miami-Dade officials objected to inclusion of a confidentiality clause in the contract, explaining that the public had a right to know the content of and results produced by the county’s contracts.\textsuperscript{220} Initially, McKinsey took a hard stance on this issue, describing removal of the confidentiality clause as a “show stopper.”\textsuperscript{221} While the firm did eventually compromise, the contract allowed the county to share information about the firm’s work product with only “specific entities,” limiting the government’s ability to share information about the advice McKinsey was providing.\textsuperscript{222}

Being a difficult contract partner was not new for McKinsey. According to one media report, “McKinsey ha[d] a long-standing policy of refusing to reveal the names of its clients and demanding that clients likewise not reveal that they’[d] retained McKinsey, unless they’re legally obligated to.”\textsuperscript{223} The same media report indicated that the firm had gone even further in its pandemic-related contracts, demanding that its clients not disclose they’d hired the firm, while also allowing McKinsey to unilaterally disclose the work so that it could “market its government work online.”\textsuperscript{224}

When in mid-May, Miami-Dade County finally issued its 175-page reopening plan, it was “widely panned for its needless complexity, which sowed confusion among the public.”\textsuperscript{225} Xavier Suarez, a county commissioner and former mayor of Miami, was quoted as saying the $500,000 paid to McKinsey was “a colossal waste of money.”\textsuperscript{226}

The McKinsey contract with Miami-Dade County was featured in an investigative report by ProPublica on how McKinsey was making more than $100 million advising governments on their COVID response.\textsuperscript{227} Concerns about the contract were also raised in a number of Florida media outlets. Despite that attention, no evidence has yet surfaced of any state legislator raising questions about the Miami-Dade no-bid contract, its high cost, the firm’s work, or the lack of full transparency. To date, there is little to suggest that either a formal or informal investigation of the procurement by either the legislative or executive branch has taken place or will take place.\textsuperscript{228}

\textsuperscript{220} Id.\textsuperscript{221} Id.\textsuperscript{222} Id.\textsuperscript{223} Id.\textsuperscript{224} Id.\textsuperscript{225} Id.\textsuperscript{226} Id.\textsuperscript{227} Id.\textsuperscript{228} In contrast, a new controversy has recently arisen in Florida in connection with a $40 million contract issued in 2011 by the state to Deloitte Consulting to modernize the state’s unemployment insurance benefits system. Despite the millions of taxpayer dollars spent on that update, the system has been continually criticized for poor performance, leading at one point to the state’s imposing an $8 million fine on Deloitte. During the pandemic, after the system failed repeatedly, Florida Governor Ron DeSantis ordered the Florida Inspector General to initiate a new review of the 2011 contract. In response, Deloitte has rejected the ongoing criticism, noting that it stopped working on the system in 2015. In a surprise development, just three months after ordering the IG investigation of the older contract, Governor DeSantis announced plans to issue a new $135 million contract to Deloitte to manage the state’s Medicaid data. See Kirby Wilson and Lawrence Mower. (Aug. 5, 2020). Firm behind Florida’s faulty unemployment website gets $135 million state contract. \textit{Tampa Bay Times}. Retrieved from
The Center for Urban Studies report on state-level oversight has rated the Florida legislature as exercising only “limited” oversight of contracts.\(^{229}\) Instead, in Florida, the authority to oversee contracts is seen primarily as the duty of the executive branch.\(^{230}\) The procurement process is overseen by the state’s Department of Management Services which, in turn, reports to the governor.\(^{231}\) The CUS report noted that a state Commission on Ethics did report to the legislature and could make recommendations, however, it seemed as if that commission was limited to addressing conflicts of interest.\(^{232}\) The CUS report states that the Florida legislature may possess some “informal mechanism of oversight,” but those mechanisms seemed to be reserved for cases of extreme maleficence.\(^{233}\)

The experience of Washington state and Miami-Dade County in Florida illustrate issues related to McKinsey’s ability to win no-bid contracts during an emergency, its high fees, the quality of its services, and its resistance to contract transparency. Their experience also raises questions about whether those state legislatures need to conduct better contract oversight to serve as a check on executive branch procurement practices, including whether those legislatures should be able to call a special session without governor approval during an extended emergency.

**Conclusion**

This third case study focuses on high-priced consultant contracts issued on a no-bid, emergency basis to address a variety of COVID-related problems. Each contract involved substantial taxpayer funds and questionable results, yet in Illinois, Ohio, Washington, and Florida, the state legislatures appear to have taken no action to review the procurements. Complaints by a few individual legislators seem to have had little or no impact. In contrast, in California, one committee held a hearing and over 60 state legislators sent a joint letter to their governor, who belonged to the same political party, raising concerns about a problematic contract. While the governor did not immediately respond publicly to the letter, that level of oversight seems difficult to ignore and may have a salutary impact on the state’s procurement practices. The contrasting state responses to the Deloitte and McKinsey consulting contracts demonstrate, again, the significant variation in state-level oversight by legislatures. They also show that state legislatures can exercise contract oversight, and legislators can join together to address procurement problems.

* * *
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